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EXPO NEWS: Seating and furniture solutions tailor
made for your airport
Airports and airlines in search of the latest seating or furniture for their lounges, check-in
areas or gate rooms look set to find everything they need at this year’s Passenger Terminal
Expo in Stockholm, Sweden, on March 20-22, which will feature over 280 exhibitors, including
some of the biggest names in the contract furniture business. The expo is free to attend –
register here.
Tecno Spa brings the Internet of Things to airport seating

Tecno has expanded its range of public seating with the Aeris model, designed in cooperation
with Grimshaw Architects specifically for airports. Apart from being flexibly designed to suit
any application, Aeris seats feature integrated sensors within the seat shell so they can be
connected to the airport control room and supply information on occupancy, maintenance and
security. Their flexibility permits linear, corner or back-to-back seating configurations.
The range also features built-in charging points – both through USB and full plug sockets, and
the extruded-aluminium chassis guarantees style and stability. The various trim options, which
range from polyurethane or metal, to wood veneer, fabric or leather upholstery, allow them to
fit into any airport décor.
Drop by Tecno’s stand for a demonstration of Aeris, and to discover the company’s full
seating range in service at airports such as Amsterdam-Schiphol and Madrid-El Prat.
Tecno Spa
Stand 1778
Green walls to improve your terminal’s atmosphere

Marrying nature and technology, Lune will present Cloud Garden, which monitors and
improves the indoor climate of airports by harnessing the natural air filtration properties of
plants. With a ‘green wall’ at its center, it can transform an airport terminal’s atmosphere,
both visually and in terms of air quality.
Industrial design and metalworking company Brink Industrial and its sister company Lune,

